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Presenter
Presentation Notes
first I want you to wander around for 1 minute and greet as many people as possible but greet each other as though you are unimportant and you are really looking for someone much more important to meet, you just need to get them out of the way….Ok stop where you are but don’t sit down….now I want you to greet each other for the next minute or so like you’re a long lost friend and you’re really glad to see them….go…..Why did we do this – its about managing other people’s energy including your own…I didn’t tell you how to behave – I just put a thought in your head and you then behaved accordingly…



Today
1. Emotional intelligence (EI) - what is it?  

2. Engaging your clients using EI 

3. Gain greater emotional flexibility and a ‘present moment’ awareness

4. Set goals for better client engagement

5. Putting EI into action by: dealing with client emotions





ACT with Emotional Intelligence

Define 
Values & 
Goals for 

client 
engagement

Emotional 
Flexibility

Enhanced 
Client 

Relationships

A richer, 
fuller, more 
meaningful 

life!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ACT= Accept. Commit, Take action  and comes from the so called third wave of psychology.  or the newer mindfulness-based psychology.  Here are the outcomes as framed by the ACT model. Psychological flexibility is a continuous process of contacting the present moment fully (without defense; as it is) as a conscious, human being, and based on what the situation affords, changing or persisting in behaviour in the service of chosen values.



What is Emotional Intelligence?

The ability to adaptively perceive, understand, use and 
manage emotion, with flexibility, and a present moment focus.
(adapted from Mayer and Salovey, 1990)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Firstly, what do we mean by EI? Here is a definition adpated from Mayer and Salovey – the original researchers who coined the phrase, EI involves, perceiving or being aware of emotions, understanding and being with emotions, using emotions to facilitate thought and actions and managing (which does not mean controlling!) emotions. Why bother to be concerned about it as a financial planner? A 2006 study amongst US financial advisors showed that 25% of a planner’s job is taken up with non-financial coaching and that they often have to provide  counsel for  personal and life-changing issues.  Also, 74% of the planners surveyed, had dealt with clients in distressed emotional states.  However, as we all know  planners receive very little in the way of training or coaching;  in how to deal with emotionally charged situations.



Adapted from Harris, 2009; Mayer & Salovey, 1990



1. Know what matters...values

• Connect with my clients 
• Provide quality financial planning advice
• Build trust 
• Be compassionate
• Inspire/motivate my clients and staff
• Help others see a vision
• Provide purpose and direction
• Help others achieve their goals
• Coaching/mentoring 
• Maintain control and discipline
• Communicate well
• Be powerful and influential
• Be focussed and persistent
• Being assertive
• Caring for others

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Values are ‘chosen life directions’, how we want to be in the world. Values are in the here and now; Values never need to be justified;  Values often need to be prioritised; Values are best held lightly; Values are freely chosen.



2. ‘Hooks’ – Stuff that gets in the way

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And this leads on to talk about what happens when you get very caught up with those difficult or painful thoughts or emotions. Have you ever had the experience of being ‘had’ by your emotions or by a thought?  i.e., caught up in an emotion, hooked by a thought so you just cant let it go…or being pushed around by them…again this is a completely normal, natural human experience…



Unrealistic expectations??

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are at least 7 primary emotions which are hardwired into us, so not just ones that are specific to a culture or country, but universal to everyone.  I'm going to name these primary emotions, and as I call them out – I want you to give them a yes or no vote… just yell out Yes if you think it’s a good or positive emotion and no if you think it’s a bad or negative emotion…don’t hesitate or worry about what you think– just call out yes for positive and no for negative…ready?  Joy, anger, fear, sadness,  surprise, guilt, disgust…most of you voted 5 /7 primary human emotions as negative…this tells you something important; 2/3 of the normal human emotions that everybody will repeatedly experiences do not feel good…We live in a feel-good society that tells us we should feel good all the time but how realistic is that?  What we can say  - is its normal and natural to have difficult or painful emotions. 



3. Away moves…what would I be doing if struggling or avoiding 
those difficult thoughts/feelings/sensations? 

• Not speaking up 
• Disengaging from people
• Procrastinating
• Not contacting clients
• Not being assertive
• Not asking difficult questions
• Making judgements of myself and 

others

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Disengaging



Effective Emotional Orientation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Effective emotional orientation is based on the realization that a certain amount of emotional pain is an inevitable part of being a human being.  And further, it is about developing the willingness to have emotionally-charged private experiences, such as thoughts, images and emotions.  



Mindfulness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Being present with emotions and unhooking from thoughts can be useful – one of these main ways of doing this is via mindfulness - so mindfulness involves paying attention to your experience in the moment as opposed to being caught up with or fused with your thoughts and feelings…it doesn’t have to be based in a religious framework and there are scores of mindfulness processes and techniques that don’t involve meditation. It is well established that mindfulness practice can build greater self-awareness and acceptance. 



Mindfulness
• “the awareness that emerges from paying attention on purpose, without judgement to 

our experience as it unfolds moment by moment.”  

• Builds greater self-awareness/acceptance/wellbeing
• Greater compassion for yourself and others, and positive emotions 
• Forms of meditation: 

• meditating on the breath
• mantra-based meditation
• compassion-based meditation, e.g., the Metta Bhavana
• meditating on positive qualities or visualisation
• ‘Leaves on a stream’….





4. Do what works...Towards Behaviours…

• Read file notes from the previous meeting
• Shaking hands and making eye contact 
• Engage with them on an emotional level, 

e.g., ‘small talk’
• Being present with my clients
• Noticing how they are
• Noticing how I am
• Asking them what is ‘front of mind’
• Asking difficult questions
• Active listening

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are some behaviours you would like to enact as a leader? Coaching/goal setting with your team, etc. 



Take action with effective client dialogue:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Gain psychological flexibility with mindfulness, looking at your values and goals and the next important piece is committing to action with effective client dialogue 



ANGER ANXIETY FEAR DISAPPOINTMENT SADNESS OVER-EXCITED

This emotion communicates:

“Something is 
wrong”

“Uncertainty” “Threat” “Let down” “Loss” “Over the top happiness”

Reflective/empathic listening
Responsibility-taking caveats:  “I might be completely wrong about this, however I notice ...”

Validate:  “That must be really painful for you ...” or
“If our roles were reversed, I would be angry too ...”

Normalise: “Anybody would be disappointed in your position ...”
Contrasting skills: “I don't want to give you inappropriate risk advice as I pride myself on my professionalism and 

expertise...I do want to help you go forward

Clarify using factual 
data and problem 

solve with the client

Remind clients of 
their original 

financial objectives 
and reiterate the 

financial plan/ 
investment strategy

Clarify original 
financial objectives

and their 
expectations of 

how the financial 
planner can help

Clarify expectations in 
context of current 

market and problem 
solve with client to 

decide on best solutions

Give factual 
information to  

provide hope with 
their financial 

position

Review portfolio with 
the client

to assess if increased 
position is feasible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a summary of how to deal with client emotions - 1. you have the main emotions that clients have across the top.2. What the emotion communicates 3. The FIRST thing you do is reflective or empathic listening – most important4. There are then a number of tools/techniques you can use to respond to clients and help you deal with their emotions.5. Lastly there are the rational cognitive models that are used by planners, the technical aspects of the job. 



Effective Client Dialogue
Ask
Mirror
Paraphrase
Prime

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask – to get things rolling with the client – “Dont worry about hurting my feelings, I really want to hear your thoughts...”Mirror – to confirm client feelings – e.g., if the client says” “I’m fine”...and they appear anxious – you could say: “You say you’re fine but I notice that your hands are shaking and you have a worried look on your face...are you feeling a bit anxious?”Paraphrase  to acknowledge the story – “lets see if I've got this right...”Prime when you are getting nowhere – its like priming an old fashioned pump...”are you thinking that I only care about your money...that I'm not interested in what you truly want in your life?”



Take action with effective client dialogue:
Answering difficult questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



In summary – ‘ACT’ with emotional intelligence

• Awareness of/and willingness to have emotions
• Accept your thoughts and emotions
• Cultivate mindfulness
• Effective client dialogue

• Commit to goals and actions, in line with chosen values

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Summary



helen.parker@sydney.edu.au
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